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FAQ – PSD2 AT THE POS 
Frequently asked questions about implementing the PSD2 on the POS terminal 

 
 
1 What is the purpose of this question and answer booklet about the PSD2 at the POS? 

 
The material of the PSD2 is, on the whole, very complex, both technically, operationally and in terms of the 
regulatory framework. As a result, a question and answer booklet has been put together to provide competent 
technical and legal advice. PAY/ONE provides answers to the most frequent PSD2 questions that we have 
received with respect to processing transactions when the card is present/on the POS terminal. The 
information below details the most important aspects relating to the PSD2 and what retailers need to know 
about it. 

 
 
 
2 What is the PSD2? 

 
The PSD2 (Payment Services Directive 2) is an EU Directive for regulating payment services and payment 
service providers. Its objective is to increase security and trust in electronic payment transactions, strengthen 
consumer protection, promote innovation and boost competition in the market. It aims to significantly reduce 
the level of fraud associated with any payment method, particularly in retail, and preserve the confidentiality of 
the data in question. The PSD2 makes strong customer authentication compulsory for all electronic payment 
processes. 

 
 
 

2.1 SURCHARGING 
 

The process known as “surcharging” is now forbidden. No fees may be levied for certain payment methods. 
This applies to SEPA transfers, SEPA direct debits and payment cards (credit and debit cards, girocards) 
[ban on surcharges pursuant to Section 270a of the German Civil Code]. 

 
 
 
3 How is strong customer authentication regulated in Germany? 

 
In Germany, legislators have rooted strong customer authentication, pursuant to PSD2, in the Payment 
Services Oversight Act (“Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz”, or “ZAG“). Section 55 of the Payment Services 
Oversight Act requires the general application of strong customer authentication for all electronic payment 
processes: 

 
“The payment service provider is obliged to request strong customer authentication […] when the payer 
initiates an electronic payment process. […]“ 

 
“[…] the member states ensure that the payment services provider takes reasonable security precautions to 
protect the confidentiality and integrity of the personalised security features of the user of the payment 
services. […]“ 
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4 What does the Regulatory Technical Standard regulate? 
 

The Regulatory Technical Standard (“RTS”, hereinafter referred to as the “Standard”) from the European 
Banking Authority (“EBA”) is the technical regulatory standard for strong customer authentication (“SCA”) and 
is mandatory across all European member states. 

 
The main focus of the Standard is as follows: 

 Ensure SCA by payment services providers, pursuant to the PSD2 Directive. 

 Define exceptions to SCA for certain instances on the basis of certain features. This nuanced 

treatment guarantees an optimum balance between security and speed. 

 Guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of user data. 

 Create open and standardised communications channels between participants. 
 
 
 

5 Why was the PSD2 postponed for distance selling? 
 

In principle, the RTS comes into force on 14 September 2014. Several national supervisory authorities, 
including BaFin, have decided to postpone its implementation for electronic distance selling payments (e-
commerce) because they could not guarantee they could implement it on the date originally planned. 

 
 
 

6 Will the implementation of PSD2 at the POS also be postponed? 
 

Many market participants currently still have fundamental questions about the new security regulations and 
their implementation. BaFin and other national supervisory authorities are already in discussions to ensure 
clarity in their markets. The date for the POS implementation is set as 14 September 2019. It remains to be 
seen if the requirements for implementing the Standard for electronic proximity payments (card present) in the 
face-2-face domain (POS) will change again. 

 
 
 

7 What is strong customer authentication? 
 

The Standard obliges the payment provider to undertake strong customer authentication (“SCA”). Strong 
customer authentication must be made up of two elements from the three categories of knowledge, 
possession and inherence. The elements selected must be independent of one another: 

 
Knowledge [something that only the user knows] 

A static password, a code, a personal identification number(“PIN”). 
Possession [something that only the user has] 

A token, a smartphone or the payment card. 
Inherence [something that the user is] 

One element of the category “inherence” is a biometric feature which is therefore 
connected personally and physically with the customer (e.g. a fingerprint, iris or facial 
scan or behaviour, such as a typing sample or a swipe sample). 

 
The authentication process must be designed in such a way that the confidentiality of the authentication 
data remains protected. This means that the validity of the authentication is not impaired if an element has 
been disclosed or breached. Consequently, the aim is to drastically reduce the risk of fraud. 
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A combination of several factors, transmitted via a safe channel, is able to guarantee optimum security 
and reliability for financial transactions. 

 
 
 
8 Are the requirements for strong customer authentication the same for all payment 

channels? 
 

The PSD2 makes it obligatory to request strong customer authentication for electronic payments. The 
security mechanisms and technical authentication requirements for electronic remote payments (e-
commerce) are distinct from those of electronic proximity payments (card present) in the face-to-face 
domain (POS). 

 
 
 
9 Which payment methods are affected by SCA and which are not? 

 
The SCA obligation only applies to all “push payments”, i.e. payment by credit and debit cards, such as 
girocards. Put in simple terms, payments that are initiated by the consumer require SCA. 

 
This does not apply to “pull payments” that the recipient of the money initiates, such as a SEPA 
direct debit. The direct debiting process is not covered by the obligation for strong customer 
authentication. 

 
The requirements of strong customer authentication apply to payment transactions initiated by the payer, 
irrespective of whether the payer is a natural or a legal person. 

 
Given their special nature, payments that are made using an anonymous payment tool (e.g. prepaid 
card) are not covered by the obligation for strong customer authentication. 

 
 
 
10 Types of strong customer authentication at the POS 

 
In particular, the Standard also has an impact on authentication processes for electronic payments on the POS 
terminal. Strong customer authentication process is required in future for payments by credit and debit card. 

 
The following, in particular, are now viewed as being electronic payments requiring strong customer 
authentication: 

 Contact-based: 
o EMV chip card with online PIN 
o EMV chip card with offline PIN 

 Contactless: 
o NFC-capable card with PIN 
o Mobile device (e.g. smartphone) with CDCVM 
o Wearables 

 
 
 
11 What exemptions are there for strong customer authentication? 

 
Strong customer authentication can only be avoided for certain exemptions. The Standard contains details of 
exemptions which mean that strong customer authentication is not required if they are present. 

 
These exemptions enable payment providers to develop low-risk, user-friendly payment services. There is a 
similarly reasonable exemption for electronic payment transactions, 
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if these transactions are initiated at unmanned terminals where strong customer authentication cannot 
always be readily carried out for operational reasons (e.g. to avoid traffic jams and potential accidents at toll 
booths or because of other security risks). 

 
The list of exemptions is extensive and is greatly subject to interpretation by banks, systems and national 
supervisory authorities. Here are the most significant exemptions regarding strong customer authentication. 

 
 
 

11.1 INTERREGIONAL TRANSACTIONS 
 

Payments in which the issuer of the card or the retailers are not resident in Europe are exempt. This 
means that the acceptance of payments in Europe from or by non-European purchasers and sellers will 
not be a problem after the introduction of the Standard. 

 
 
 

11.2 CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS FOR SMALL SUMS 
 

Contactless payment processes amounting to small sums are also exempt. 
 

When a contactless electronic payment process is initiated, payment service providers may opt not 
to request strong customer authentication if the following conditions are met: 
a) the individual amount for the contactless electronic payment process does not exceed 

EUR 50.00, and 
b) previous contactless electronic payment processes using a payment tool with a contactless 

function have not collectively exceeded EUR 150.00 since the last strong customer 
authentication, or 

c) there have been no more than five consecutive contactless electronic payment processes, using 
a payment tool with a contactless function, since the last time strong customer authentication 
was requested. 

 
It is incumbent upon the issuer of the payment tool to establish whether checks are made under b) 
or c). If the above checks result reveal that there is no exemption present, strong customer 
authentication can be demanded from the consumer. 
If SCA was successful, the exemption will be re-activated. 

 
For example, this process should ensure that a lost contactless card cannot be used to an unlimited 
extent. 

 
 
 

11.3 TRANSACTIONS AT UNSUPERVISED TERMINALS, E.G. AUTOMATIC TERMINALS 
 

The follow are exempt from the SCA requirement: 
 Transportation payments 
 Payments at toll booths, and 
 The payment of parking charges. 
 MasterCard has set corresponding MCCs 
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12 How can the PSD2 exemptions be used? 
 

Technical modifications to the systems of issuers and acquirers help to manage the complexity and the 
benefits offered by exemptions automatically, wherever possible. Retailers do not have to make any technical 
or operational changes to be able to make use of the exemptions. 

 
Moreover, several acquiring institutes plan to introduce online-based solutions for certain sectors to help 
ensure strong customer authentication, as SCA cannot be assured in all the applications on the POS terminal 
(in this instance, for card-not-present transactions). 

 
Should your company have any problems with handling transactions under the PSD2 after 14 September 
2019, you should make contact with its acquiring institute. 

 
 
 
13 What are not-in-scope examples? 

 
With respect to the Standard, the EBA has described certain circumstances as “not-in-scope“, where SCA 
does not apply. In the understanding of the EBA, transactions that are not initiated by the payer do not form 
part of the Standard (“not-in-scope”) and are not subject to SCA. 

The card organisations have checked several of the “not-in-scope” situations and confirmed or readjusted 
their use. The following interpretation is therefore based more on the interpretation of the card organisations 
than on the Standard or the PSD2. 

Here are some of the not-in-scope circumstances where SCA is not necessary: 
 
 
 

13.1 SEPA DIRECT DEBIT 
 

According to the EBA, SEPA direct debits are not-in-scope and therefore not covered by the Standard. 
 

It does not apply to “pull payments” that the recipient of the money initiates, such as a SEPA 
direct debit. The direct debiting process is not covered by the obligation for strong customer 
authentication. 

 
 
 

13.2 MAIL ORDER AND TELEPHONE ORDER PROCESS (MOTO) 
 

Mail order and telephone orders (MoTo) are excluded from SCA. MoTo transactions do not count as 
electronic payments and therefore do not fall within the scope of the Standard. 

 
 
 

13.3 TRANSACTIONS INITIATED BY RETAILERS (MERCHANT INITIATED TRANSACTIONS – MIT) 
 

MIT transactions are initiated by retailers without the active participation of the cardholder. As a result 
of this, the retailer is unable to undertake cardholder authentication. 

 
MIT transactions are industry-specific and only appear in certain sectors: 

Industry-specific MITs Sectors 
Increase(s) to an existing authorisation (incremental 
authorisation) and the extension of an existing authorisation 
(re-authorisation) 

Cruise, hotel, rental and leasing sectors, amusement parks, 
restaurants and bars 

Follow-up posting (delayed charges transaction) Cruise, hotel, rental and leasing sectors 
Additional charge upon no-show (no-show) Cruise, hotel, rental and leasing sectors 
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It is only possible to accept an MIT transaction on the POS terminal if the “manual card entry” 
function is enabled. 

 
 
 

13.4 IMPRINTER TRANSACTIONS 
 

Imprinter transactions are not-in-scope according to the EBA. 
 
 
 

13.5 CLOSED LOOP AND NATIONAL CARD FRAMEWORKS 
 

According to the EBA, closed loop and national card systems (including those based on magnetic 
strips) are not-in-scope and therefore not covered by the obligation for strong customer authentication. 

 
 
 
14 Are changes required to network operations and on the POS terminal? 

 
The introduction of the PDS2 will have an impact from the point of view of changes to the POS terminal, for 
example, in the area of contactless payments for small sums (see section 11.2) or in the area of unmanned 
automatic machines (see section 11.3). 

 
 
 

14.1 WHAT EXACTLY HAS CHANGED FOR CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS AT THE POS? 
 

The card issuer must monitor transactions in line with RTS requirements. 
 

The card organisations enable the card issuers to request SCA here subsequently in the response 
message on the POS terminal, as well, as part of a payment transaction. This request is also often 
termed “step-up” authentication. 
In line with the expectations of the card organisation, the card issuer may request SCA when receiving the 
online authorisation, if the exemption (section 11.2) is exceeded. This should take place as part of the 
ongoing transaction process. 

 
If the POS terminal receives an SCA request, the POS terminal must check if it is possible in the instance in 
question and if so, in what manner the SCA has to be provided by the consumer. Depending on the 
authentication, authentication either occurs online or offline via the card issuer. The transaction may only be 
terminated successfully if authentication gives a positive result. If SCA is not possible or not successful, the 
POS terminal must abort the transaction. 

 
MasterCard terms this process a “SINGLE TAP” transaction. It is dubbed SINGLE TAP because the 
transaction is carried out “in one go” with a delayed SCA and the consumer is only asked to TAP (place the 
card on the NFC reader) once during the entire payment process. 

 
 
 

14.2 IS MY POS TERMINAL ALREADY ABLE TO DO THIS? 
 

The current terminal portfolio is not familiar with the necessary procedure. PAY/ONE network operations 
therefore plan to cancel contactless transactions from 14 September 2019 in all markets due to a lack of 
authentication. The cardholder and the cashier are notified both on the terminal display and on the receipt 
that the transaction is to be repeated in a contact-based form. 
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PAY/ONE network operations ensure that the retailer complies with the PSD2 through the following 
measures: 
1. The contactless electronic payment transaction is terminated due to a lack of SCA. 
2. It is repeated as a contact-based payment with SCA, as SCA is predominantly ensured through the 

use of the EMV-based chip card (possession) and the entry of the PIN (knowledge). 
 

Contactless payments by smartphone are not affected, as these use SCAs (section 15). 
 
 
 

14.3 CAN PAY/ONE POS TERMINALS BE OPERATED WITH AN INTERIM SOLUTION EVEN IF THE “STEP-UP” 
AUTHENTICATION IS STILL NOT AVAILABLE? 

 
Retailers meet the requirements of the PSD2 with the interim solution described above (section 14.2). 

 
It is correct that today’s POS terminals do not align with the “step-up” authentication and “SINGLE TAP” 
requirements issued by the card organisations, as described and published at the end of 2018. 

 
As with all cases of non-compliance, the acquirer institutes of the card organisations are also made liable in 
this instance. It is not known whether and to what extent the acquirer institutes will pass on the costs of non-
compliance to retailers. 

 
 
 

14.4 WHEN WILL MY POS TERMINAL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS ISSUED BY THE CARD ORGANISATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO “STEP-UP” AUTHENTICATION AND THE “SINGLE TAP” SOLUTION? 

 
The request made by the card organisations for subsequent SCA within the ongoing processing of the 
transaction is being developed at present by the terminal manufacturers. The function is prepared and 
provided for POS terminals following the new approval standards (DC POS 3.0/TA 7.2). The solution to be 
prepared takes into account the requirements of the card organisations with respect to “step-up” 
authentication and the requirements for the customer-friendly “SINGLE TAP” solution. It is still unclear 
when this will become available. 

 
 
 
15 Will there be changes for using smartphones for contactless payments? 

 
Full two-factor authentication is already carried out at present when an Apple IOS smartphone (ApplePay) or 
Android-based smartphone (GooglePay) is used. This is based on the element of possession, here, a 
smartphone, that is used in conjunction with the element of inherence (a fingerprint), for example. These 
payments will continue to work without any problems after 14 September 2019. The important thing is that 
cardholders authenticate themselves by fingerprint prior to tapping the smartphone on the POS terminal. 

 
 
 
16 Will there be changes for using a smartwatch for contactless payments? 

 
In contrast with payment using a smartphone, Apple Watch users only enter a PIN when they put on the 
watch. Thereafter, the watch measures the wearer’s pulse and remains activated as a result. No further PIN 
is requested during the payment process. 

 
PAY/ONE currently assumes that there is full two-factor authentication with so-called wearables during the 
payment process. When the smartwatch is unlocked using the PIN, the element of knowledge comes into play, 
in connection with the element of inherence (pulse). There is also the token as the element of possession. 
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The EBA is of the opinion, however, that continued authentication via a person’s pulse is not sufficient. This may 
result in the smartwatch user being asked to provide SCA. 

 
 
 
17 Are payment processes without strong customer authentication rejected? 

 
Electronic payments without strong customer authentication that are not covered by exceptional 
circumstances are to disappear. 

 
It cannot be said whether European card issuers will accept electronic payment transactions even without 
strong customer authentication. It is likely that many electronic payment processes will take place even without 
strong customer authentication during the transitional period. This probably also depends on the form of 
payment (e.g. payments on the basis of a magnetic strip, manual card entry, EMV-capable chip card on the 
basis of a signature) 

 
 
 
18 What recommendations for action are there? 

 
The PSD2 particularly affects payment service providers, such as issuers, acquirers and network operations. 
The payment providers are required to modify their processes. There is no secondary obligation for retailers 
resulting from this. Consumers are also not faced with any duty to act. That is why retailers can handle their 
transactions without any changes, as before, regardless of the introduction of the PSD2. 

 
We generally recommend that all retailers pay attention to the information provided by the acquirer institute and 
use this as a guide. 

 
Should your company have any problems with handling transactions, you should make contact with your 
acquiring institute as soon as possible. 


